**CMW PREMIUM HOLDER FEATURES**

The CMW Premium Electrode Holder Barrels are made from high strength CMW® 3 material, centerless ground to within .002" tolerance on diameter and Nickel Plated to resist wear and assure uniform contact resistance of a low magnitude. These factors, in addition to the sturdy construction of the ejector mechanisms, plus the ample, well constructed water cooling passage, make these holders ideally suited for use with low frequency, direct current welders, and conventional alternating current machines using high weld currents.

To make replaceable Taper Holders use Adapters from tables at bottom of page 30

---

**300 SERIES PREMIUM (EJECTOR) WATER COOLED ELECTRODE HOLDERS**

T.J. Snow Co. (423) 894-6234; FAX: (423) 490-2417 (authorized distributor CMW Inc.)

**HOLDER BARRES ARE CENTERLESS GROUND CMW®3 MATERIAL**

---
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